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Table Conversations

Think Tank 2017:
Conversations That Connect, 

Transform and Heal 



This document includes: 

•  Guidelines for our �

work together (4-8)
•  Question 1: Connect (9-18)
•  Question 2: Transform (19-30)
•  Question 3: Heal (31-41)



Restorative Practices build the capacity to:
 
Connect us to one another, building a sense of 
belonging, understanding, and responsibility to 
our communities. 
 
Transform through educating and sparking 
collective action to address underlying causes and 
conditions that give rise to injustice. 
 
Heal as a part of a process of fostering 
empowerment, restoration and empathy with 
crime victims, offenders and their community. 



Guidelines For Our Time Together
•  Listen without only listening about personal 

applications
•  Listen
•  Curiosity
•  Openness
•  Joy
•  Cultural Competence
•  Respectful and open to all viewpoints
•  Thinking Outside the Box
•  Presence
•  Open Mind and Active Listening
•  Be open and make eye contact
•  Don’t Be shy!



Guidelines For Our Time Together
•  Be Present

•  Remain open to new ideas
•  With Openness
•  Acknowledgement of Strengths
•  Awareness of Limitations
•  Commit to Civil Conversation
•  With a spirit of learning
•  With curiosity and openness to new ideas
•  Listening and gathering visions
•  Practice Active listening and inquiry
•  Being fully present
•  Be real
•  Listen to communicate, not to reply



Guidelines For Our Time Together
•  Breathe out yesterday, breathe in today

•  Patience
•  Unconditional Positive Regard
•  Patience, and active, mindful listening
•  Supportive
•  Focused
•  Open approach to new method of presentation 

and learning
•  Engaged listening
•  Courageous creativity
•  Reimagine the social contract
•  Humor
•  Authentic self



Guidelines For Our Time Together
•  Transformative Justice

•  Authentic engagement
•  In tune
•  A readiness to move beyond myself and grow
•  With love
•  I am going to recognize privilege in my words 

and processes
•  Stay in role
•  Be focused on the given topic
•  Leaving tasks at work
•  Conversations, actions to address systems that 

perpetuate injustice



Guidelines For Our Time Together
•  Learn about the people around me and be open 

minded and enjoy the power of togetherness
•  Resist labeling
•  NOT “tell it like it is”
•  NOT “agree to disagree”
•  NOT “you have a right to your opinion”
•  NOT “can’t we keep emotion out of this”
•  Silence
•  Network 
•  New connection
•  Take risks
•  Intentional collaboration
•  Create open ends



Round One


“Conversations That Connect”


Restorative Conversations are 
not just any conversations. 


What does it take to have a conversation that 

builds connection? 


How can we do that well among ourselves, and 
how can we best facilitate that among others? 





•  Meaningful
•  Open-Ended Questions
•  Safety
•  Open/Honest Understand
•  Active Listening
•  Listen to hear
•  Inclusive 
•  Conecting on Stories
•  Building Empathy and Trust
•  Embrace Silence
•  Round Robin Style
•  Internal work on cultural 
•  Look for commonalities



•  Transition into meaningful 
conversations

•  Being patient and giving space
•  Be aware of helping everyone in the 

conversation to be on an even playing 
field

•  Sit in a circle
•  Get low with a child
•  Connection before Correction– NVC
•  I’m going to show up every week and 

we’ll get through this (trustbuilding)
•  Self-awareness, active listening, non-

judgment and dispelling assumptions



•  Laying the foundation– guildelines, 
expectations, either in pre-work or in a 
circle

•  To build connections, find 
commonalities, shared values

•  To build connections, make deliberate 
effort

•  To build connections, express curiosity, 
desire to understand

•  To build connections, set aside 
assumptions

•  Listen– listen for truth, whoever 
speaks it



•  Offer empathy and acceptance
•  The joyfullness for all when the magic 

of connection happens
•  Find a commonality/validity
•  Do not go into a conversation trying to 

change the other person
•  Asking questions, listening, seeking 

stories, less cell phones
•  Peope in our similar professions share 

similar skills to approaches
•  Consider what you do not know about 

the other person. Give them the benefit 
of the doubt



•  Draw out reasons for beliefs
•  Stories- life stories connect
•  Name emotions– don’t express them
•  Sense of humor
•  Listen for ourselves in others– shared 

beliefs, and unshared. 
•  Act how we want other people to act
•  Don’t make assumptions
•  Never agree to disagree
•  Silence
•  Model
•  Ask probing questions
•  patience



•  Commonality can inhibit discussion
•  A simple question yields a broad range 

of answers
•  Listening actively
•  Dig deeper than superficial 

commonalities
•  One focus is building trust
•  Everyone experiences circumstances 

differently
•  Learning how to respectfully disagree/

debate
•  Build trust 
•  Individual experiences



•  Common ground
•  Reciprocity
•  Safety
•  Speak from personal experience
•  Listen
•  Smaller conversatins to build trust/

rapport--- larger conversations
•  Willingness to take risks in 

relationship building
•  Hear each others’ stories, humanize it
•  Be vulnerable
•  Atmosphere of safety
•  Multi-faceted approach to complex 

problems– RJ in each facet. 



•  Listening
•  Sharing Experiences
•  Ask Questions
•  Engage in activities that helps build 

connections
•  Find commonality
•  Sometimes silence can make the 

conversation stronger
•  Communicating with empathy
•  Vulnerability
•  Action
•  Active listening
•  modeling



•  Common norms
•  Acknowledging humanity
•  Presence
•  Listen to communicate, not reply
•  Be brave
•  Acting as a friend
•  Giving guidance
•  Explicit instruction
•  Talk with, not to
•  Taking the time– explaining reflection
•  Asking questions
•  Acknowledging the awkwardness
•  Understanding when to transition/

move on



Round Two


“Conversations That Transform”


Conversations that transform are those 
conversations that go beyond the individual to 
address underlying causes and conditions that 

give rise to injustice. 


What kind of conversations and actions can the 
Restorative Justice field engage in in order to 

address systems that perpetuate injustice? 


What can that look like? 




•  Focus on local level first, less partisan
•  Getting past the fear and anger
•  Find people that you disagree with
•  What are the core fears and hopes that 

you have? Not what are the solutions– 
journey between fear and hope

•  Really Hard!!
•  Individual learning for “Victim” about 

life of person who harmed them. 
•  Individual learning leads to system 

learning
•  Don’t do RJ in isolation– e.g. cultural 

sensitivity, bias



•  Trauma-focused approach may 
incorporate broad inequity view

•  How does RJ movement address CJ 
system inequity? 

•  How does RJ movement address racial 
inequity within schools?

•  Don’t forget vast economic inequity– 
eg. Rural schools with 70% free lunch

•  Is it hierarchical vs. circular
•  Think outside the box
•  Resist labelling
•  When is a system a sum of its 

individuals



•  Value discussions
•  Educate around poverty
•  RJ infiltrate systems and change the 

conversation
•  RJ in schools
•  Humanize people
•  Individual conversations
•  Link it to the bottom line– ex. Saves $ ; 

reduces recidivism
•  Avoiding words that can be taken with 

the wrong connotations
•  Conscious of audience and who is 

ultimately dominating



•  Justice is essentially based upon 
evolution of justice itself

•  The transformation of the conversation 
can decide the faith of the result

•  Finding common ground within the 
divide of stereotypical legal practice 
and RJ

•  Inviting those who have participated 
•  Addressing the actual needs– not just 

warehousing 
•  Addressing mental health
•  Avoiding entering the system for petty 

actions– avoiding an ATN



•  Ingraining knowledge of RP at a young 
age/doing RJ in school

•  Educated conversations
•  Presenting the measurable data/

effective outcomes
•  Take more of an advocacy role
•  Instilling RJ in prisoners’ lives
•  RJ conversations go on the back burner
•  To start restorative work – the sooner 

the better
•  Get top person on board with the 

philosophy
•  Legislature: testifying/policy change



•  Education: getting kids involved 
younger

•  Increase diversity, being strategic
•  Economic advantage of restorative 

practice
•  Prevention
•  Raising awareness/grassroots 

involvement
•  Networking organizations more often
•  Have to look at race and equity



•  Brave to start a conversation
•  Credble community member lend 

support to a person suffering an 
injustice

•  Build and practice what’s in our 
toolbox

•  RJ must address any inequities in it as 
a system first before addressing 
injustices elsewhere. Is it available, for 
example, to youth of any means?

•  RJ must make space for people with 
different views. 

•  Bring RJ to places where we see 
injustices/ disparities at local levels. 



•  Systems are made of people, so go to the 
people

•  It’s complicated!
•  Culture change through training-

ongoing, not just one-time
•  Incorporating RJ into all aspects/

everyday life, not just on occasion
•  Buy-in from key decision makers
•  Pairing accountability with dignity for 

those who caused harm --
àtransformation

•  Systems are varied
•  Religion, spirituality, policy
•  Despair is not an option



•  “We need societies where it’s easier to 
“be good” and “do the right thing”
•  (Peter Maurin)

•  ID systems that perpetuate injustice
•  ID stakeholders
•  Inviting everyone to the table- 

advocacy (offering agency)
•  Whose job is it to engage? Who is 

responsible? 
•  The Need to appeal to the value of the 

system/goal– ie $, ego, power, justice
•  *remove incentives for injustice (ie 

privatizing prisons)



•  Begin with self-awareness and start the 
conversation

•  Everytime injustice needs to be 
addressed– offer accountability

•  Offer a paradigm shift– enter a 
converstion without assuming the 
system/person is wrong and needs to 
be changed– to dispel defensiveness so 
the conversation can continue

•  Bring awareness to stigmas so change 
is invited



•  Targeting public safety– law 
enforcement 

•  Prisons
•  Police academy
•  Law schools
•  DA’s
•  Bullying peers into – underlying 

behaviors
•  What if anything are they being 

exposed to in terms of RJ
•  Schools– in “disciplinary issues” – 

encourage preventative circles to build 
a supportive community in which 
everyone experiences being head



Round Three


“Conversations That Heal”


Communities, survivors and people who’ve 
harmed often find healing through Restorative 

Practices and Restorative Justice Circles. 


What is the role of healing in justice? 


How can Restorative Practices become a deeper 
healing process for all involved? 






•  Healing in justice
•  Talk through incident
•  RJ Questions
•  Grace and acceptance of action
•  Forgiveness from other and for 

themselves
•  Victim sees the offender– asks 

questions, gets answers
•  Non RJ– Justice is monetary
•  Stages of grief
•  Essential for communities
•  Healing not a part of criminal justice 

field– for victim or defendent



•  First, harm has to be acknowledged
•  Allows formal criminals to not be 

viewed as criminal forever
•  Offenders need to first look at what 

harmed them in the past, before the 
trauma of the survivor

•  Be intentional with the language use 
(don’t call someone a victim)

•  Cross-training on the topic of healing, 
acros the different roles that people 
come to RJ from 

•  Community must be involved
•  Don’t wait for an event to happen, but 

engage community proactively 



•  Is RJ designed for healing or 
resolution? 

•  Offering a space to go for community 
members to decompress regularly 
(therapy?)

•  Restorative Practices and Justice are a 
tool– it’s not the only answer, form of 
healing, or justice– RJ doesn’t always 
fit into the challenge/issue



•  First, we need to define what offers 
healing: feeling heard, taking 
responsibility for harm done, faith that 
you won’t be harmed again, validation, 
involving forgiveness, acknowledging 
shame

•  There are Many avenues for healing
•  Explore your own personal trauma



•  *What if we treat acts of violence like a 
communicable disease? Go to the 
source and branch out from there to 
include communities, witnesses, those 
harmed and reharmed, and those who 
harm in response to being a victim

•  Systems approach of RJ
•  Very binary justice
•  Promotes healing
•  Healing of both parties reduces 

recidivism
•  Wholeness as a goal promotes healing



•  RJ can interrupt the justice system to 
create space for healing

•  In order for systems to change, they 
need to be interrupted

•  Consequences that actually make sense 
and are effective can lead to healing

•  Justice system does not heal– not 
oriented toward healing or skilled on or 
have resources to do it

•  Think of justice– in different contexts– 
school, family, parenting



•  Healing for kids cannot be completed in 
one circle

•  Follow-ups?
•  Connect to other resources to deal with 

family, community, school
•  Kids can’t heal fully with so many 

challenges unadressed in their lives
•  Circles should not be titled– they are 

only as healing as the individuals make 
them

•  A place to establish trust
•  Don’t be judgmental 



•  Look for ways to quantify that healing 
has taken place, so people understand 
what success looks like; capture stories

•  Healing for offenders is as important; 
it’s not a dichotomy

•  More continuing education, RJ in 
certifications– Restorative practices

•  Make restorative Practices available to 
more people in more spaces and bring 
to where people are at

•  More RJ with adults to keep kids out of 
foster care & on school side to reduce 
suspensions



•  Preventative 
•  Recognize the harm
•  Punishment is not the solution
•  Involving the victim– doesn’t happen 

in a punitive system
•  Removing punishment– using self-

awareness based in RP
•  We need to heal vs. find closure
•  What happened does not go away, or 

close, we heal and learn from 
experiences

•  Healing from trauma is an ongoing 
belief



•  Using the pain for good
•  We ourselves are able to heal by helping 

others heal
•  Healing of the offender not just victim
•  But rerouting how we approach victim 

in punitive system as well
•  Investing in humanity and kindness
•  Showing both parties their worth
•  Bringing emotion into justice
•  Name the problem
•  Get people to willingly engage in 

process
•  Economic powers
•  Politics


